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T

HIS little craft is designed to take 
advantage of modern materials so 
that it is light enough for two to 

lift yet capable of carrying a good load. 
Construction is fairly simple, and the 
enthusiastic woodworker should find it 
an interesting project well within his 
capability and within the range of his 
ordinary tool kit. The boat is suitable for 
use on river or sea, and it may be 
propelled by oars or a small outboard 
motor. It will comfortably carry a crew 
of three with all of their kit for a camp-
ing cruise. 

Main Framework 
The main framework can be made of 

various woods. Oak will make a strong, 
but rather heavy boat. Mahogany, or a 

similar Empire hardwood, will look 
smart and be much lighter. The lightest 
boat will have a spruce or other softwood 
framework. Oak is the best wood for the 
external rubbing parts. The sides and 
bottom are plywood. This must be of a 
marine grade (13.S.S. 1088) which is 
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bonded with a synthetic resin glue, 
instead of an ordinary glue, which will 
not stand dampness. All of the parts are 
assembled with synthetic resin glue, such 
as Aerolite or Casco-resin. Much of the 
construction is done with brass screws, 
but for economy copper boat nails can 
be used in place of many screws. 

Worthwhile Practice 
There are a large number of screws or 

nails to be driven, and some practice on 
scrap wood is worth while. A clearance 
hole should be drilled with a twist drill 
in a wheel brace through the outside 
piece, then a hole made with a bradawl 
or smaller drill in the inside piece (Fig. 
1A). There should be no need to 
countersink the hole as the screw head 
will usually pull in flush. Copper nails 
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are soft and in most places an undersize 
hole must be drilled, otherwise the nail 
will bend. Some nails are driven in the 
ordinary way, but where thin parts are 
joined, the nail goes right through and 
is clenched (Fig. I B). 

Synthetic resin glue is supplied as two 
parts—the glue proper and a hardener. 
In some cases you put the glue on one 
surface and the hardener on the other. 
In other cases the two are mixed just 
before use. Joints must be adjusted and 
screwed or cramped within the time 
given in the instructions and left several 
hours to set. Adjusting and setting times 
vary with different hardeners, but details 
are supplied with the glue. 
The boat is built upside-down on the 

floor. Ideally, the floor will be flat and 

uy 

Fig. 1 

made of wood, and there will be plenty 
of space to walk around the boat. 
Although there are five frames in the 
boat, it is erected on two frames with 
the transom and stem, then the other 
frames put in later. Start by making 
frames 3 and 5 (Fig. 2A). The sides are 
extended to rest on the ground and there 
is a temporary cross-bar at gunwale 
level. The sides and bottom overlap and 
are glued and screwed. Check that the 
frames are true by measuring diagonals. 
The stem (Fig. 2B) is also extended to 
the floor. Cut it to the taper and bevels 
shown, but it will probably need trueing 
a little with the plane during erection. 

Solid Transom 
The transom (Fig. 2C) is intended to 

be made of solid wood. It will look well 
in varnished mahogany. Elm is another 
wood obtainable in wide boards. 
Alternatively, tin. plywood may be used, 
with its edges stiffened by strips. The 
sizes shown are to the outside and +in. 
should be left on the sides and bottom 
to allow for planing the bevel. The two 
legs are screwed on temporarily to 
support the transom during erection. 
The truth of the boat depends on the 

accuracy of the transom, stem and the 
two frames. To avoid the risks of error 
in marking out by scaling up and 
measuring, readers are advised to get the 
full-size drawing which shows these 
parts and other details actual size and 
with bevels indicated (see panel on this 
page). 
Draw a straight line on the floor and 

mark the position of the various parts 

PLANS SERVICE 

A Full-size Detail Drawing is available, 
showing the main frames, transom, stem 
and other parts. This greatly simplifies 
construction and ensures accuracy. It costs 
Ss. 6d. post free from the Editor, Hobbies 
Weekly, Dereham, Norfolk. 
The designer is the owner of the copy-

right in this design, but amateurs may build 
craft for their own use. The designer will 
answer boating queries if he is addressed 
cio The Editor, and a stamped addressed 
envelope is enclosed. 

(General Drawing A) on it. At these 
points draw lines across at right angles. 
Erect the parts in position, by nailing 
blocks to them and to the floor. Put a 
temporary lath across to hold the parts 
rigid ( Fig. 3A) and use struts if necessary. 
Hang weighted strings from the stem 
and transom to get the bevels right. In a 
similar way check that the frames are 
upright. Bend a lath over the frames on 
to the transom at various places, and 
plane the edges of the transom to the 
correct bevels. 

Bend the chines into place. They fit 
into the notches on the transom framing 
and frames 3 and 5. At the stem they are 
bevelled to fit against the sides of the 
post. Glue and screw in each place. 
Work the two together, doing similar 
jobs on alternate sides in turn. This rule 
applies to most work on the boat, as it is 
unwise to leave it with unequal strains 
which may cause distortion. Fix the 
gunwale strips in the same way. When 

Fig. 2 

the glue has set, plane the sides of the 
frames to match the strips and the edge 
of the chine to match the bottoms of 
the frames. 

Dealing with Plywood 
Although plywood is made in large 

sheets, shorter pieces may have to be 
accepted. In this case let the joints in the 
side come aft and that in the bottom 
forward. The neatest joint comes over a 
frame (Fig. 3B). Thicken the frame by 
gluing and screwing on a strip. Let the 
plywood panels meet in the centre of the 
thickness of this edge. Joints can be 
made away from a frame by using a 
cover strip (Fig. 3C). This is cut to fit 
between the chine and gunwale, and the 
parts are joined before bending into 
shape. 
With help the plywood pieces can be 

bent and held in place while their shape 
is marked. Alternatively, bend stiff 
brown paper into place and use that as a 
template. Make the sides first. Cut them 
about kin, too big all round. Put a side 
in position and fix it with a few screws at 
key points so that it fits closely to the 
framing. Mark the shape of the framing 
on the plywood, then remove the screws. 
Coat the edges of the framework with 
glue and put hardener between the 
pencil lines on the plywood. Quickly 
assemble the parts and replace the key 
screws. Look for any points where the 
plywood springs away from the framing 
and cramp it together. Work all round, 
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Fig. 3 

screwing with ¡in. by 5 sauge screws, 
first at 6in. intervals, then in between so 
that screws are finally spaced every three 
inches. If nails are used, drive them 
right through and clench. If the work is 
systematically tackled, a panel can be 
fixed within the adjusting time of the 
glue. 

Fix the other side in the same way. 
Plane the edges to match the chine. 
Mark the positions of the other three 
frames on the inside of the skin, keeping 

The General 
Drawing appears on 

page 95 

them parallel to the existing frames. 
Make and fit these frames, by measuring 
the actual job. If plywood panels have to 
be joined on one of these frames, the 
frame sides can be fitted before the 
plywood sides. 

The Bottom 
Fix the bottom in the same way as the 

sides, except that screws should be I in. 
by 5 gauge if the framing is hardwood, 
or hin, by 5 gauge if it is softwood. If 
nails are used, make every third fastening 
a screw, and fix these first, then drive 
Ilin, nails without clenching. Keep all 
fastenings along the chines far enough 
from the edge to allow for bevelling to 
take the chine rubber. 
At the stem plane the plywood flush 

with the post and fix a false stem in front 
(Fig. 3D), giving it a slight curve in its 
length for the sake of appearance. Plane 
a bevel on both chines and screw on a 
half-round rubbing strip, well bedded in 
glue. Turn the boat the right way up, 
but do not cut off the temporary pieces 
on the frames. Screw and glue on the 
seat risers. Make and fit the thwarts and 
stern sheets. Put a strut under the centre 
of the main thwart (General Drawing 
B). If the stern sheets are springy, put 
another under the front. Cut off the 
surplus parts of the frames. 

' 

Stiffen the three corners of the boat 
with knees and a breasthook (Fig. 4A). 
These are best made of oak with curly 
grain following the shape. Use glue with 
nails or screws. The boat is normally 
rowed from the main thwart, but with a 
heavy load the forward seat is better. 
Get a pair of galvanized crutches, size 
2+ins., and an extra pair of crutch plates. 
Thicken the gunwales 8ins. aft of the 
rear edges of the thwarts and fix the 
crutch plates, with under cleats below to 
take the ends of the crutches (Fig. 4B). 
The bottom has to be protected by a 

keel, skeg and four rubbers. All are fixed 
by screwing from inside, but as they may 
have to be replaced if the dinghy gets 
some rough use, they should be bedded 
in wet paint instead of glue. The keel 
and skeg are joined just forward of 
frame 6 (Fig. 4C). Besides its value as a 
protection, the skeg also makes rowing 
a straight course easier. The forward end 
of the keel tapers slightly to match the 
stem. A half-round +in. brass or galvan-
ized iron band can be taken down the 
stem and a short distance along the keel. 
The four bottom rubbers are laid 

parallel to the keel. 
It is unwise to walk on the skin of a 

boat, and bottom boards should be 
fitted to spread the load over the frames. 
Make them removable for cleaning. 

If you have made a good job of the 
boat it will look best if varnished above 
the waterline. Three or four coats of a 
marine varnish will give a beautiful 
glossy finish. Alternatively use a marine 
paint; priming, undercoat and top coat. 
Below the level of the bottom boards 
inside and below the waterline outside 
the simplest finish is black varnish, 
which is a tar product. Alternatively a 
marine or bitumastic paint could be 
used. 

Fix a ring for a painter on the inside 
of the stem. A pair of sculls about 7ft. 
long are needed—ash for sea work or 
spruce for rivers. A notch can be cut in 
the transom for sculling over the stern if 
desired. If a small outboard motor of 
about 1 H.P. is to be used it can be 
clamped direct to the transom as it is, 
but for a larger motor, up to 4 H.P., the 
transom should be stiffened by a board 
fixed vertically to its centre, otherwise 
the thrust of the motor is liable to crack 
the transom. 

TIMBER SCHEDULE 
This covers the main parts. Others may be cut from waste of the main parts. In some cases 

alternative construction may need different materials from those listed. 

Part No. off Length 
ft. in. 

Width 
in. 

Thickness 
in. 

Gunwales 
Chines 
Risers 
Frames 

Transom 
Stem 
Main thwart 
Bow thwart 
Stern sheets 
Bottom boards 
Knees 
Breasthhook 
Keel 
Skeg 
Chine rubbers 
Gunwale rubbers 
Bottom rubbers 
Sides 
Bottom .. 

2 
2 
2 

.. cut rom 

4 
2 

2 
2 
4 
2 
1 

11 
10 
9 
24 
18 
3 
2 
4 
2 
3 
8 

8 
2 

10 
11 
9 

11 
9 

le 

I 

If 
le 
le 
3 
18 
4 3 
10 It 8 
12 1 
6 1 
6 1 
5 
4 1 
1 half round 
1 half round 
1 
21 *plywood 
39 f plywood 
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M
OST modellers and craftsmen 
who have to work at a kitchen 
or living room table, are pain-

fully aware of the nuisance of having to 
clear the work away when the table is 
required for meals or other uses. A 
special table for the modeller's sole use 
may, therefore, be welcome, so here is a 
design for one, quite simple to con-
struct. It is also more than a mere 
table, as the top lifts up to disclose a 
commodious if shallow compartment, 
most handy for the storage of many 
things which the modeller needs, and to 
complete all, a working tray is provided 
for doing the actual work upon, which 
can be contained inside the table, and 
be hidden from sight and free from dust 
until required, with the model un-
disturbed upon it. 
A side view of the table is given in 

Fig. 1, with suitable dimensions, the 
length (not given) can be 2ft. or more, 
according to individual requirements. 
First make the tray, Fig. 3, which forms 
the compartment directly under the 
table top. The sides are cut from +in. by 
3in. wood, joined together at the corners 
with a rebated joint. This is easily made, 
the ends of the long sides being reduced 
to half thickness where they meet the 
short sides, and there glued and nailed 
together. The outside dimensions of the 
tray are lin, less all round than those of 
the table top, so that the latter can 
overhang that amount each way. Glue 
and screw a plywood bottom to the tray. 
For the legs, cut four from lin, by 

lin. wood to length. These have to be 
paired as they splay slightly outwards. 
The parts of the legs contacting the 
sides of the tray to which they are to be 
screwed, should be cut away to half 
thickness, as at (A) in Fig. 2. The 
shoulders here should not be sawn 
square across but at an angle of 5 
degrees as in the drawing, to effect the 
splay. Deal with each pair of legs 
separately, and note that the direction of 
angular cut should be opposite with 
each pair. A moment's thought on the 
reader's part will make the need for this 
quite clear, the legs splaying in opposite 
directions. 

EASY WOODWORK 

Modeller's Own Table 
The bottom ends of the legs should 

have a 5 degree wedge-shaped piece also 
sawn off, for them to 'sit' flat to the 
floor. Screw the legs to each side of the 
tray, just ¡in, in from the corners. Use 
round-headed screws, they look much 
neater than the ordinary kind, and fix 
down firmly, with the addition of glue 
to make a sound joint. 
When the glue is set hard, cover the 

inside, between legs and tray, with 
plywood, as in Fig. 1, the wood reaching 
to within 4ins. of the bottom. Glue and 
nails will fix these parts securely enough. 
Trim the edges of the ply level with the 
outer edges of the legs. Another piece of 
the plywood is similarly nailed and 
glued across the back, and the angles 
inside, both back and sides, between 
plywood and tray at the top, filled up 
with strips of wood, glued across to 
support, and keep out dust. These strips 
should, of course, be planed up to fit the 
angles closely. 

4.-- 

Fig. 1 

the length of the fillets, and let this be 
the depth of the tray, less about ¡in. 
No complete drawing is needed for this 
tray, it can be seen partially withdrawn 
in the general view of the completed 
article, but a detail of its construction is 
shown at (B) in Fig. 4. The base of it is a 
piece of good stout plywood, cut to fit 
across and rest on the side fillets. For 
edging strips cut some suitable pieces of 
deal board, ¡in, thick and ¡in, wide, to 
fit across back and side edges, where 
they should be well glued and screwed 
through the plywood bottom. Counter-
sink the screw heads below the surface. 
A crosspiece of similar wood is then 
glued, to leave a space of about 3ins. 
between it and the back strip, to make 
an enclosed inner tray for holding small 
tools. 
Try the work tray in place, and any 

portion which may extend beyond the 
front legs should be sawn off. A cover 
for the front of the table is made of 

Fig. 2 

The table top, which is detailed 
constructionally above the tray diagram 
in Fig. 3, is composed of a frame of 
¡in. by 2in. wood to the required 
dimensions, with half-lap corner joints, 
and a middle member half-lapped 
across as well. Glue and nail all together, 
and go over the top surface as may be 
necessary, to make all level. Then glue 
and pin a top of plywood over. If the 
plywood is well weighted down or 
cramped, the pins may, perhaps, be 
omitted, the glue only making the joint. 
Trim up the edges afterwards, then hinge 
the top to the tray with llin, brass butts. 
Recess these in the long side of the tray 
quite flush. A hook and eye fastener 
can be fitted also to keep the lid top 
down. 
On the inside of the carcase, at 6ins. 

above floor level, screw a fillet each 
side to support the work tray. Measure 

Fig. 3 

Fig. 4 

plywood, cut to the same dimensions as 
the back. This is not hinged in place, 
instead a slot, *in, wide and +in, long, 
is sawn out at lin, in from each bottom 
corner, as in detail (C) in Fig. 4, and a 
round-headed screw driven in each 
front leg at the right position for the 
slots in the cover to slip in and hold it in 
place. A small knob on the cover will 
make a useful grip to handle it. At the 
top, to the side of the table, fit a wooden 
button to hold the cover flat in its place. 
The table can be left in the plain 

wood, but if required for use in a living 
room would look much nicer if stained 
and varnished. (W.J.E.) 
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MONEY SAVERS 

Radio Sets for Low Voltages 
O

NE of the greatest disadvantages 
which the constructor of a 
battery-operated receiver encoun-

ters is the need to provide batteries. 
With a simple 1 or 2 valve set, the cost of 
the batteries may even exceed that of the 
receiver itself, while their replacement is 
also expensive. However, simple receivers 
can be made up which will work from 
very small batteries of low voltage. Much 
expense is thereby saved, and the whole 
receiver can, if desired, be very small. 

In other cases it may be desired to 
operate a receiver from a low voltage. 

ordinary 1-valve layout. Assuming that 
an octal valve such as the 6K7 is used, 
pin connections will be as follows, if the 
valve is viewed from the bottom, and 
pins are counted clockwise from the 
key-way: 
1 and 6, not used. 2 and 7, heater. 
3, anode (to H.F. choke). 
4, S.G. (to positive on battery). 
5 and 8, wired together to earth line. 
Top Cap to grid leak and grid con-
denser. 
The set is used exactly as with any 

ordinary 1-valver. The valve requires 

HF CHOKE 

Examples of this arise in vehicles, where 
the supply will be only 6 or 12 volts, or in 
houses where small lighting plants are 
used, usually delivering 24 to 30 volts. 
In these circumstances, such low-voltage 
circuits can also be used. 

Car-radios, and similar receivers, are 
not included. These operate with a high 
voltage, which is usually obtained from 
the 6 or 12 V. supply by means of a 
vibrator, transformer, and rectifier. 
Accordingly, they cannot be termed low-
voltage receivers at all. Instead, they are 
receivers of ordinary type, with a 
special power-supply arrangement, as 
explained. This, again, is not practicable 
for very small and simple receivers, since 
it would be as expensive as batteries. 

A 1-Valve Circuit 
A simple low-voltage receiver circuit 

is shown in Fig. 1, and this will operate 
with a single 4.5 to 6 V. dry battery—a 
flash-lamp battery is suitable. No 
accumulator or H.T. battery is required. 
The valve used is a 'mains' type, and 

will perform almost as well with the 6 V. 
supply, as would a battery type valve 
with a 60 V. H.T. battery. This type of 
valve can be obtained very cheaply 
indeed from ex-service stockists, and 
almost any type of pentode will be 
satisfactory. 
The receiver can be built up to any 

PHONES 

Fig. I—A one-valver 

for 6-volt operation 

several seconds to gain operating tem-
perature. If the user wishes to boost up 
volume, a grid bias battery may be 
added in the H.T. circuit, so that S.G. 
and anode receive 15 V. (9 V. plus the 
6 V. already provided.) Even with this 
extra battery, the cost of the batteries 
will be very small. 
To obtain adequate reaction, a coil 

such as that shown in Fig. 2 is most 
suitable. With a 14-in, diameter former, 
65 turns of 30 S.W.G. wire can be used 
between top of coil and earth tapping, 
with 55 turns for the lower section. 
Because of the low voltage, some 
ordinary coils will not provide sufficient 
reaction. As a result, the valve cannot be 
brought up to the oscillating point, and 
weak signals will not be received at best 
volume. This can be overcome by 
winding a coil as shown, or by increasing 
the number of turns on the reaction coil. 

A 2-Valve Circuit 
A circuit of this kind is shown in Fig. 3 

and it can be used in several ways. If 
two 6 volt valves are used, the heaters 
may be wired in parallel and operated 
from a 6 V. battery. Very good head-
phone results can then be obtained. 
With a 12 V. supply, the heaters of the 

6 V. valves can be wired in series. 
Volume will be increased, since the 
anodes and screen grids of the valves 

receive 12 V. instead of only 6 V. This 
type of circuit can be used in a simple 
car-radio intended to operate directly 
from the 6 V. or 12 V. accumulator. 
With a domestic plant giving 24 to 

30 V., reasonable loudspeaker results 
will be obtained. In this case, it would be 
necessary to use two 12 V. valves, with 
heaters wired in series, for 24 V. opera-
tion. Or one 6 V. valve and one 25 V. 
output pentode can be used, wired in 
series. This totals 31 V., but will operate 
satisfactorily with 24 to 30 V. supplies. 
When valve heaters are wired in series, 
they should have the same current 
rating. This is .3 amp for the 25 V. and 
6.3 V. types, and • 16 and .2 amp for the 
12 to 13 V. types. 
The detector stage in this receiver is 

exactly as for the 1 valve set described. 
An intervalve transformer with a ratio 

TO GRID CONDENSER 

TO REACTION 
CONDENSER 

Fig. 2—A coil 

for low 

set voltages 

of about 1:3 or 1:5 is used for coupling 
between the valves. The bias resistor, in 
parallel with the 50 mfd condenser, 
should be about 200 to 400 ohms. With 
a 6 or 12 V. supply, used for headphone 
reception, condenser and resistor may 
be omitted. The valve cathode is then 
wired to the earth line. 
A suitable output pentode of 25 V. 

type is the 43. Viewed from below, pin 
connections are: 

Large pin, heater. 
Pin 2, anode (to speaker). 
Pin 3, S.G. (to positive on battery). 
Pin 4, grid (to coupling transformer). 
Pin 5, cathode. 
Remaining large pin, heater. 
With a 24 to 30 V. supply detector 

efficiency will be much increased, and 
normal coils, for Medium Waves, Long 
and Medium Waves, or Short Waves, 
can be used. 

Increasing Volume 
With such low anode and S.G. 

(Continued on page 86) 
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LIGHTEN YOUR LOAD 

A Hint about your Wheelbarrow 
O

F all the vehicles invented by 
man it would be difficult to find 
one more popular than the 

humble wheelbarrow. It can be seen on 
almost any kind of job, but its value in 
the garden is inestimable. 

Like everything else, the wheelbarrow 
has its shortcomings, perhaps, the chief 
among these being the fact that a large 
proportion of the load is carried by the 
operator. 
The sketch shows a method of 

adapting the wheelbarrow as a three-
wheeled vehicle for operations which do 
not demand one wheel only, and for 
which the use of three wheels is an 
advantage. It is realised that under 
certain conditions, such as on steeply 
sloping ground, the substitution of 
wheels in place of the normal legs 
would be a disadvantage, and for this 
reason they should be quickly detach-
able. The sketch shows how provision is 
made for this. 
A pair of suitable wheels is needed, 

which may require an elongated axle to 
clear the legs of the barrow. To avoid 
undue obstruction to the feet the axle is 
arranged to be carried on the forward 
sides of the barrow legs. Attached to the 
legs are simple steel clips into which the 
axle is fitted at such times as the ad-
ditional wheels are required. These clips 
are arranged to spring over the axle so 

TUBE DISTANCE PIECES 

as to hold it in position when the 
barrow handles are lifted. Some method 
of preventing lateral movement of the 
axle will also be necessary. 

It will be noted that the height of the 
axle is such that the wheels protrude 
only 1 in. or so below the ends of the 
legs, so that the level of the barrow 
when rested is not unduly disturbed. 
Advantages of this wheel attachment 

are that it is possible to push the barrow 
forward or backward without any 
lifting. In wet weather, when the handles 
are released the legs do not plough a 

5TEEL CLIPS 
HOLDING AXLE  

furrow on the lawn or soil. It is possible 
to alter course either by pushing down 
the handles and so lifting and swerving 
the front wheel, or by lifting the handles 
in the normal way. The barrow may be 
propelled and steered in the backward 
direction by lifting and pushing the 
front wheel. 

It is only fair to say that there are 
occasions when the additional wheels 
would be a disadvantage. At such times 
it is only necessary to lift the handles 
and remove the wheels instantly by 
kicking down the axle from its clips. 

(L.J.B.) 

Radios for Low Voltages 
(Continued from page 85) 

voltages, the valves will not deliver a 
really powerful signal. This can be over-
come by using the circuit in Fig. 4, if 
desired. Better loudspeaker results will 
then be obtained. As a guide, a type 43 
valve, with 24 V. supply, will deliver 
about as much volume as a small power 

triode, of battery type, with a 90 to 
100 V. H.T. battery. It will therefore be 
seen that even the single output valve, as 
shown in Fig. 3, can be worth-while. 
With a push-pull stage, the power 

handling capacity is doubled. A centre-
tapped intervalve transformer is used, 

3- Circuit for 6-24 volt operation 

and the speaker transformer must also 
be of the centre-tapped type, so that the 
tapping can go to the positive battery 
line. The valves should be a pair of the 
same type. The cathode bias resistor 
should be of half the value to that used 
with a single valve. 
The usual type of battery valve is not 

very suitable for this kind of circuit, and 
it does not operate so efficiently, with 
low voltages, as do the mains types. 

(F.G.R.) 

L.E 
VALVE 

TO 
SPEAKER 

Fig. 4—A push-pull stage to double output 
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CAST MASTERPIECE 

A Model of the Taj Mahal 
by C. V. THOMPSON 

/IMAGINE that most people who 
practise a craft feel a constant urge 
to tackle something ambitious and 

exceptional. That is how it is with me. 
The supreme beauty of the Taj Mahal 

has always attracted me and I had long 
considered the possibility of casting a 
perfect scale model in plaster of paris. 
However, when one considers the diffi-
culties, the prospect appeared far from 
encouraging. Plaster has its very definite 
limitations. It is so soft and fragile and, 
worst of all, it has a very quick set. Of 
course, this latter can be retarded with 
glue water, but, if one works to very fine 
detail this isn't really satisfactory. 

The Ideal Material 
So, thinking over all the 'pros and 

cons' my idea remained but a very nice 
dream, until about a year ago I tried 
Karlenite Art Stone for casting pen-
dants, ear rings, cameos and similar 
miniatures. I was so struck with the 
beautiful texture and perfect fidelity of 
detail, that it immediately dawned on 
me that here was the ideal material for 
the Taj Mahal. A reasonable setting 
time, and the result, when set, just like 
marble itself. 

However, my project still seemed of 
mammoth proportions. Before making 
the attempt, two questions demanded 
answers—Could I really accomplish it 
successfully? and Dare I approach the 
Karlena Company for their help and 
advice? I decided that there is nothing 
like trying and proceeded with my plans. 

In answer to my letter I received a 
most enthusiastic and encouraging reply 
from Mr. Kavanagh, the Managing 
Director of the Karlena Company. He 
thought it was a splendid idea and 
promised every assistance. I must 
sincerely thank him and his company 
for without their constant help and 
encouragement it would have been an 
impossible task. 
I next set about gathering all the 

necessary data. What a job this proved, 
but how wonderfully helpful everyone 
concerned was. 

First I wrote to India House, and 
asked if they could help. They kindly 
sent me a book on the building and 
referred me to the Victoria and Albert 
Museum where two models might be 
examined. Arriving at the Victoria and 
Albert, I found that the models had been 
sold (and had gone back to India). But 
they had plenty of pictures. 
The India section produced numerous 

drawings, from miniature sketches to 

large scale drawings. I was literally 
surrounded by dozens of them and the 
more I examined them the more I 
shuddered. I could never do a thing like 
this. Then a chance remark by one of the 
officials settled the matter. 'I don't think 
this has ever been attempted by a 
European, has it? That will be quite a 
feather in your cap. That is if you could 
do it.' There and then I decided I would 
do it or bust! Another official mentioned 
that there were some excellent photo-
graphs of the original in the Library, and 

Mr. Thompson's beautiful model 
so over to the Library. 

Here again no trouble was spared in 
their attempts to help. I chose several 
photographs for the preparation of 
working copies, and then home to my 
workshop to make a bold start. 

Fine Detail 
I think I can say without undue 

modesty that I am used to fine detail 
work, but this was to be simply one mass 
of the very finest detail and on quite a 
large model. 
I had still not seen an actual model 

and was delighted to learn from a friend 
that there was one in the Finsbury 
Library. Off to Finsbury I went, but was 
rather disappointed. The work was 
certainly beautiful but the scale was 
hopeless. 
A balustrade which was 4ft. high 

would have been about 20ft. if the model 
had been to scale. By luck I met an 
Indian gentleman who knew the Taj 
Mahal quite well. He informed me that 
the Indian craftsmen who do this work 
never think of scale. They model it as it 
appears to them and often put in little 
additions of their own 'to improve it'. 

These models therefore vary consider-
ably. 
Then I started—and so did the snags. 
It is one thing to carve a straight-

forward job and make a flexible mould 
of it, but when the detail (to perfect scale) 
is so fine and abundant then that is very 
much another thing. Imagine for your-
self. In the space of one square inch 
fifteen complete arches in lattice work, 
and this is but a portion on the main 
entrance. The side arches are ¡ in. by I in. 
They each comprise a complete arch 

with roof rafters, twenty inner arches 
with panels above them, and a door 
containing fifteen lattice worked window 
panels. 
To give some idea of the extraordin-

arily fine details, some of the lattice work 
cannot be seen with the naked eye but 
requires a good magnifying glass! 

This presented considerable difficulty 
because, apart from carving it, one blurr 
in the mould is sufficient to spoil the 
whole piece. In fact, in making the main 
entrance I just couldn't duplicate this 
microscopic detail. I made moulds over 
and over again without success, despite 
the fact that Karlena flexible moulding 
material is undoubtedly the best of 
its kind. 

Almost Gave Up 

At this point I nearly despaired, and 
decided on a less exacting standard. 
However, the Karlena Company then 
came to my aid and their advice set me 
thinking of a totally new technique for 
fine detail mould making. I constructed 
a gadget for a matter of a few shillings. I 

(Continued on page 92) 
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ANOTHER ILLUSION 

? / / The Sorcerer's Screen 

(T) 

jimmusIMAIA .121•Mmit 

O
F a 1 the illusions in a magician's 
repertoire, those in which he 
causes something to vanish or 

appear are the most popular. Such 
effects often involve difficult sleight of 
hand, but with the apparatus to be 
described, the most amateur magician 
can produce startling and mystifying 
results. 

It is in the form of a screen, as shown 
in the illustration. The size can be altered 
to individual requirements, but the 

5. 
FIG. I. 

shown. The secret of the screen lies in 
the panel marked (T). This contains a 
pocket to hold the articles to be produced 
or vanished. 
To prepare this panel, cut a hole 6ins. 

by 2+ins. as indicated by the dotted lines 
in Fig. I. Instead of the bevelled overlays 
being glued in place, they are hinged at 
the bottom. Cut two pieces of thin cloth 
31-ins. long and about ¡in. wide. Fold 
them lengthways and stick one side of 
each piece along the bottom edge of each 
overlay. Apply more adhesive to the 
upper sides of the cloth hinges and 
carefully position the overlays on either 
side of the hollow panel. When the glue 
has set, both overlays should hinge 
outwards from the bottom. 

For the sides of the pocket, cut two 
pieces of strong cartridge paper as shown 
in Fig. 2. Fold under the top and bottom 
edges along the dotted lines and stick 
down. Crease along the sides for fixing 
to the overlay flaps and fold inwards 
along the dotted line down the centre. 
These two gussets are glued between the 
overlays so that a pocket is formed. Fix 
them about ¡in, from the edge of the 
wood and ensure that the paper folds 
inwards when the overlays are closed to 
the panel. It should be possible to open 

GUSSET the pocket from either the back or 
front of the panel. Fig. 3 shows the 
pocket opened from one side. With 

CLOTH 

HINGES 

FIG. 3. 

measurements suggested should suit 
most performers. Both sides of the 
screen are shown to the audience, and it 
is then folded into a box shape. From the 
interior, silks, flags and other articles are 
produced. Alternatively, articles placed 
inside are found to have vanished when 
the screen is unfolded. Both sides are 
again shown to the spectators. 

Fig. 1 gives details of each of the four 
panels which are cut from i%in. plywood 
and measure 10ins. by Sins. They are 
decorated with bevelled overlays, size 
7ins. by 3+ins., cut from similar wood. 
On three of the panels, these are simply 
glued in position on either side as 

LEAVE 4« AT 

EDGES--N-

f 

streamers or sweets. The overlay on the 
other side of the panel will be in 
position, and this side of the screen is 
displayed to the audience. The screen is 
then folded into a box shape. Under 
cover of this movement, the pocket is 
pushed through to the inside, as shown 
in Fig. 5. The outsides of all four panels 
can now be shown, and the screen set on 
a table. In effect, the audience has seen 
both sides of the screen. The articles are 
produced with the aid of suitable magic 
spells, the screen unfolded and again 
displayed. If the prepared panel is held 
at the top, the thumb will naturally 
grasp it on one side with the fingers on 
the other. The hand can therefore hold 
the tops of the overlay flaps and retain 
them in position against the panel, 
allowing the screen to be shown from 
all angles. 

Articles may be vanished by the 
opposite procedure. The screen is shown 
both back and front, the flaps being held 
in position as at the end of the previous 
routine. When the screen is folded into 
the box shape, the pocket is opened 
inside. The articles to be vanished are 
placed in the screen. Actually, of course, 
they go in the pocket. This is then pushed 
to the rear of the panel, the screen 
opened and the 
articles shown to 
have disappeared. 
The back of the 
screen may be 
shown by folding 
each panel across. 

CLOTH HINGES 

FIG 2  

both overlay flaps closed, the prepared 
panel looks no different from the other 
three. 
To assemble the screen, hinge the 

sections together with 1 in. wide tape or 
strips of cloth. So that the screen will 
fold flat, leave about lin, between the 
panels as shown in Fig. 4. Paint accord-
ing to taste, using a different colour for 
the overlays if desired. 
With the completed screen before 

them, enthusiastic magicians will realise 
its capabilities. To produce articles, the 
pocket is opened from one side of the 
screen and packed with production 
goods such as silk handkerchiefs, flags, 

F IG. 4. FIG. 5.  

=1 

As soon as the prepared panel is masked 
from the audience, the pocket is pushed 
through to the other side. 

It is a good plan to tie pieces of ribbon 
round the top and bottom of the screen 
while the magic is in progress. Take care 
not to hinder the working of the pocket. 
With a little practice in front of a mirror, 
it will be found quite an easy matter to 
manipulate the pocket with a touch of 
the fingers. As in all effects where some-
thing is happening unbeknown to the 
audience, do not look at the pocket as 
you change it. Misdirect the attention of 
the audience by looking elsewhere. Their 
eyes will follow yours. (W.C.R.) 
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EASY WITH A FRETSAW 

Make a Pull-Along Toy Dog 

B'?' 
, 

BASE A CUT 
ONE I/2 IN. 

>1- AXLE 

6 

ION 

/I 

3/4 
DIA. 

34# HOLE 

T 

4 -  2 /2"--1 

SUPPORTS B. 
CUT TWO 

1/4 IN. 

PIECES C 
CUT SIX 

1/4 IN. 

l IN. 
DIA. 

PIECE D 
CUT ONE 

PIECE E 1/4 IN. 

CUT ONE Y4 IN. 

[ 1 1, i 
CUT ONE 72 IN. 
i t 

ii. ENLARGE 
SIZE 

ib 
BY I 

FULL 
INCH SQUARES 

_r 
-PIVOT HERE 

Lr°  
. 

T
HIS pleasing toy measures 10ins. 
long when completed. As it is 
pulled along the dog moves up 

and down in a realistic manner. 
The sizes shown on the diagrams need 

not be strictly adhered to. You can 
make alterations, where necessary, to 
fit odd pieces of wood. The base (A) 
measures 10ins. by 6ins. and is cut from 
+in. or ¡in. wood. Cut a ¡in, wide slot in 
one end as shown in the diagram. This 
slot is situated centrally and is 21ins. 
long. 
The supports (B) are cut from *in. 

hardwood or lin. to fin, softwood. The 
ones shown in the diagram are glued 
and screwed to the base, but if you 
wish to put a little more work into it 
you could make a mortise and tenon. 
Make the tenon on the support about 
1+ins. wide. It should be fin. deep, i.e., 
the same as the thickness of the base. 
You need four 2in. wood wheels and 

UNDERSIDE 
VIEW OF 
BASE 

WHEEL' 

some 3m. d'ameter round rod. You wi 1 
see by the unders'de view of the base 
that the front axle is in one piece, but 
the rear axle is divided into two. The 
wood wheels, which are turned from 
selected hardwood, cost 2/2 for four, 
post free, from Hobbies Ltd., Dereham, 
Norfolk. 
The holes in the centre of the wheels 

must be enlarged to take the fin. 
diameter round rod. Take care that you 
make the axle a tight fit in the wheels. 
The two pieces (C), through which 

the front axles passes, are screwed and 
glued to the base. Here again you will 
give added strength to the toy if you 
cut tenons on the pieces (C) and let 
them into the base. 
The rear axle is divided into two 

pieces, one of which projects over the 
slot in the base. To this projecting end is 
glued the wheel (D). It is 1 in. to 1+-ins. 
diameter and to this is fixed a wire arm 

SECTION OF 
BACK AXLE 

D -2..:»C 

which is pivoted to the hind leg of the 
dog. You can pivot the wire to both leg 
and wheel by means of roundhead 
screws. To hold the other axle in place 
it is necessary to glue a washer (E) on 
the end. This washer should be scant 
¡in. diameter. 
Cut the dog from +in, wood to the 

size shown in the diagram. It is a simple 
matter to draw the lin, squares and then 
sketch in the shape. If you do not feel 
like doing the actual drawing Hobbies 
can supply a full size tracing of the dog 
for 6d. Please send a stamped and 
addressed envelope with your order. 
The dog is pivoted about the middle 

by means of a short length of round rod. 
An alternative method of pivoting is to 
use two roundhead screws driven 
through the supports and into the dog 
on either side. 

Finish off by painting in bright 
enamels. 
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FOR THE CAMERA USER 

Hints on Photographing Flowers 

F
LORAL photographs have special 
charm, and may be taken success-
fully with even simple cameras. 

During the spring, summer, and autumn 
months it is possible to find an abun-
dance of interesting subjects in almost 
any garden. With a little care, every 
shot can be successful and some of the 
negatives, if enlarged, should do ad-
mirably for brightening up calendars 
and simile'. purposes. 

Choice of Subject 
A wide variety of subjects can be 

found, but those chosen should, pre-
ferably, have fairly large bold blooms. 
Plants that have many small leaves and 
blossoms are best avoided, since photo-
graphs of them are likely to be spoiled 
by there being too much fussy detail. 
Dark colours, too, show up less well, 
with the usual black and white print or 
enlargement. For example, a white or 
cream rose could provide a photo full of 
sparkle, whereas a deep red one would 
be dull and unsatisfactory. 

It is, therefore, best to look for fairly 
large flowers of light hue, at least for a 

e-

Accurate focus, for sharp detail, can be obtained as explained in the article 

beginning. Narcissus and other bulbs 
will be found in early spring, with other 
subjects coming on later. 

It is best to choose a sunny or fairly 
bright day as photographs taken 
during overcast weather are likely to be 
dull. A windy day is best avoided, since 
the flowers are likely to be kept moving, 
especially if of the kind with long stems. 
Movement of this kind can result in the 

photos being blurred. Any calm sunny 
day will be suitable. 
The best method of using the camera 

will depend upon what type of camera 
it is. If it is a reflex camera, or the kind 
with a back focusing screen, it will be 
easy to focus the subject correctly. If it 
is the kind with a focusing scale upon 
which distances are marked, then it 
should be remembered that fairly 
accurate focusing is necessary, at short 
distances. As an aid in this direction, it 
will help to measure the distance 
between camera and subject, using a 
ruler, tape-measure, or merely a piece of 
string cut to the correct length. Some 
cameras of this kind focus down to 3ft.; 
others to 2}ft. Many cameras of 
foreign manufacture have a scale 
marked in Metres. For the purpose in 
view, a Metre may be taken as being 
3ft. 3ins. 

Simple box cameras with fixed focus 
should not be brought nearer than 
about 6ft. to the subject, unless they 
have a close-up or ' portrait' attach-
ment. With the latter attachment, a 
distance of about 2ft. is generally 

required between camera and subject. 
The exact distance may be marked, or 
given in the instructions. 

Focusing, or the distance between 
camera and subject, should be adjusted 
with reasonable care. If a large error is 
made, then the photograph obtained 
will be slightly blurry, and lacking in 
sharpness and detail. 

Successful shots can easily be taken 

with the camera held in the hand. But if 
a tripod is available it is as well to use 
it, as this simplifies accurate focusing. 

Background Details 
It is best to photograph the chosen 

group of flowers in such a way that they 
stand out from foliage or other flowers 
nearby. If they are lost amid a back-
ground of other plants, the photograph 
will be less satisfactory. To avoid this, 
the subject should stand out sharply by 
itself. 

This can be achieved in a number of 
ways. It is often possible to choose a 

A lily that stands out against its 
background 

viewpoint which gives a background at 
some distance away—the background 
will then be out of focus, while the 
subject stands out clearly. In Some 
cases it is possible to keep the camera 
very low, so that the subject stands out 
against the sky, and this can be very 
effective. If neither of these methods is 
possible, then a large piece of card-
board or anything similar that is to 
hand, can be placed behind the subject, 
to cut off the background of other 
plants. The cardboard will be slightly 
out of focus, and not distinguishable in 
the final photograph. 
Some plants may have a background 

that is quite satisfactory, or plunged in 
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shadow. If so, no particular care in this 
direction is necessary. In a few cases it 
may be necessary to remove dead or 
faded blooms, to obtain the best result. 

Since under-exposed negatives are 
very thin, and over-exposed negatives 
too dense, it is desirable to get the 
exposure reasonably correct. Assuming 
that a fairly rapid film of 30 degree 
Scheiner is used (such as Selochrome'), 
then suitable exposures will be as 
follows:— 

Weather Camera Aperture 
Brilliant sun 116 
Moderate sunshine f II 
Bright, no sunshine f8 
Dull f6-3 

This is with a shutter speed of zlath 
second, in each case. The shutter speed 
control should be set to this figure, and 
the lens-aperture control then set to the 
appropriate 'f' number. Cheap box-
cameras have a fixed aperture and 
speed—usually about fl1 and 21,5th 
second. With these, it is best not to 
attempt a shot unless the sun is actually 
shining. 

The exposure table is for use in the 
months of May, June, and July, between 

9.30 and 2.30. From 2.30 until 4.30, the 
exposure should be doubled. From 
4.30 until 5.30, it should be doubled 
again. It should also be doubled in 
April or August when the light is less 
good. The exposure may be doubled by 
using a slower shutter speed (for 
example, 12.teh second instead of 3Ie th 
second), or by opening the lens aperture 
one stop (e.g., from fie to f 11, or from 
f 11 to f8, and so on). 

The results are almost certain to be 
good. As explained, the points to be 
kept in mind are quite simple. The 
subject should be motionless, and 
correctly in focus. It should stand out 
clearly from the background, and the 
exposure should be reasonably correct. 
Some really good pictures, suitable for 
¡reefing cards, calendars, and other 
decorative purposes, can then be 
obtained. (F.G. R.) 

Left :—Tall flowers, such as michael-
mas daisies, should not be attempted in 
windy weather. 

FOR RAMBLERS 

Why Carry 

T
HE increasing bustle and confusion 
of the open road is taking much of 
the pleasure from motoring, and 

the popularity of rambling on foot along 
the lesser known byways is correspond-
ingly growing. The hardy rambler was 
much in evidence during last summer, 
and judging by the immense loads so 
cheerfully shouldered he—or she— 
certainly needs to be hardy. Many 
ramblers, when carrying full camping 
equipment, are loaded like pack animals, 
and it is so unnecessary. 
The wheel was invented many centur-

ies ago with the express object of carry-
ing man's burdens, a fact appreciated by 
the mother with her perambulator, the 
gardener with his wheelbarrow and the 
golfer with his wheeled carrier, to 
mention only a few. In conveying a load 
it is not necessary to bear its weight. 

It is a simple matter for the hiker who 
is also a handyman to make himself a 
light wheeled carrier which can make his 
journeys less strenuous and more 
pleasurable, and if he can lay his hands 
upon a pair of perambulator wheels his 
job is half done. 
The sketch shows a simple carrier 

designed to carry a rucksack, but which 
could also be used for a variety of useful 
tasks. 
Apart from the wheels and axle, few 

materials are required. 
Assuming a rejected perambulator is 

available, the first step is to remove the 
wheels by filing down and knocking out 
the rivets or removing the bolts which 
secure the axle to the springs. These 

Your Pack ? 
holes are used to take bolts securing a 
simple holder of light sheet metal or 
wood, which should be arranged to 
guard the rucksack from contact with 
the wheels. If there are no holes through 
the axle two hook bolts may be used. 
A stout walking-stick performs the 

duty of drawbar, and is detachable so 
that in circumstances where it is im-
possible to wheel the carrier the walking-
stick may be unscrewed and the pack, 
together with the wheels and chassis, 
carried on the back. 

In the arrangement illustrated, a 
standard pipe-socket of suitable size is 

screwed firmly on to the walking-stick 
end, taking the place of the ferrule, and 
a matching standard union fitting 
secured to the carrier chassis by means 
of its normal backnut. It may be found 
necessary to stiffen the flange attachment 
to the chassis to avoid bending. 
Two stout straps complete the 

assembly. 
It will be realised that the lightest 

possible construction should be used 
throughout, and in order that the pack 
may be carried when occasion demands 
the normal rucksack straps should be 
uppermost, and left free. 
Dimensions are not given, as these 

will depend on the sizes of wheels and 
axle available, but it should not be 
difficult to adapt the layout to suit 
measured sizes. (L.J . B.) 
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tried the scheme out on a simple plaster 
master with some microscopic detail and 
it worked beautifully. At a later date I 
hope to devote another article to the 
subject of this gadget but at the moment 
it is the subject of a patent application. 

Using this new method it was neces-
sary to prepare a new master, since the 
one I had been using was no longer 
suitable, having been surface sealed. 

Dyeing Veneers 

HOW may I obtain or make some 
substance which will dye veneer in 

various colours, and which will penetrate 
right through without discolouring on 
glasspapering? I intend mainly to use 
sycamore. ( C.F.--Whitley Ray). 
r•OMP LETE penetration of veneer 

..except the knife cut variety, is hard 
to effect, but several applications of 
suitable dye will go a long way towards 
it. You cannot beat aniline dyes, 
soluble in spirit, for such a purpose. 
These are obtainable in powder form 
and only need dissolving in methylated 
spirit. Apply the dyes with a clean swab 
on a stick of wood, and rub well in. 
Sycamore is a hard wood and after a 
few applications of the dyes, a piece of 
the veneer should be broken off to test 
the depth of penetration. It would be 
best not to use glasspaper for finishing 
the surface, but a cabinet maker's wood 
scraper. 

• 

Portable Blackboard 
plAN you tell me how to make a 
Li portable blackboard; the kind that is 
made of calico or something, and treated 
with blackboard paint so that the whole. 
thing can be easily carried rolled up for 
use at a party or lecture? (L.M.W.— 
Reading). 
TRETCH a piece of strong calico on 

Oa made-up wood frame and apply a 
coat of boiled linseed oil. When dry, 
give a coat or two of Winsor & Newton's 
black fabric painting colour and try out. 
If the chalk will not 'bite' on the surface, 
apply a coat of drop black or lampblack, 
worked to a paste with the boiled 
linseed oil, and thinned down with 
turpentine. Test with this on a spare 
piece of the treated calico, and add a 

little patent driers if found necessary. 
The above is a suggested treatment, 
which may be effective, and a little 
experiment may be necessary to get the 
best results. 

Re-tiling a Passage 
T AM going to re-tile a passage with red 
Ladamant 6ins. by 3ins. tile. Please tell 
me how to cut the tiles. Is there a book on 
tile laying ?(H.W.—Merionet'h). ABOUT the safest method to employ 

in cutting the tiles is to lay them on 
a flat surface and tap gently along the 
line of cut with a cold chisel. Or cut 
• along with a hacksaw for a depth of 
about tin., then, with the piece to be 
removed overhanging the bench, a 
sharp tap with a hammer will usually 
cause the unwanted part to drop off. 
We know of no book on tiling, but the 
usual method of laying is to make a 
cement bed first, then, after soaking the 
tiles, apply a thin layer of tile cement 
and press tiles in position. 

Glue Query 

IHAVE a large supply of glue and find it a nuisance to have to heat it on a 
gas ring every time for small jobs. Is 
there any way to make it into a glue to 
use cold, by adding something to it? 
(A.M.—Sunderland). 

N E presume the glue to which you 
V refer is the ordinary carpenter's 

type of Scotch glue, and in that case 
there is no practical way for the home-
worker to convert it into a liquid glue, 
which, when spread, will set and harden 
properly. You could experiment by 
melting some of the glue and, while 
thoroughly hot, gradually stir in a small 
quantity of acetic acid. This acts as a 

retarder to the gelatinizing of the glue, 
and thus by retarding its setting time, 
may sufficiently serve your needs. 
Experiment alone can determine the 
appropriate proportions of acetic acid 
and glue. 

Unsuitable Paper 

SIX months ago I papered my kitchen 
with varnished paper, tiled pattern. 

Please tell me if the paper requires 
treatment of any kind,, as steam from the 
cooking stove penetrates the varnish and 
soaks the paper. This happens on the two 
outside walls where condensation is 
heavy. (H.K.—Altrincham). IT would be much better to remove 

the varnished paper altogether, it 
being an unsuitable wall covering under 
such conditions. In place, coat the walls 
with a non-condensation paint. There 
are several types on the market—for 
instance ZAT, which is supplied direct 
to the public from the Concrete Paint 
Co., Maiden Street, Barnstaple. 

• 

Preserving Paint 
¡WHEN I have paint in store for a 
VV while, I find a skin has formed on 
the top. Can this be avoided? (C.B.— 
Coalville). THE first essential is to keep the lid 

tightly in place after using the paint. 
If it is oil paint, pour on the top a small 
amount of linseed oil and turpentine 
mixed; this will form a film and prevent 
skin. If synthetic paint or enamels are 
used, then the correct thinners for 
whatever proprietary brand of paint you 
have, should be added to the top in a 
similar manner. 

Is there a problem worrying 1> 
you? If so, perhaps we can help. 

I> Enclose a stamped addressed S 
1> envelope with your letter. Inci- > 

dentally, this service is extended 1> 
S only to regular readers of the 4> 

I) S magazine. 

The Taj Mahal Model 
(Continued from page 87) 

An absolutely perfect mould was 
taken from the new pattern—and then, 
on to the corner pieces. Six tiny arches 
with umpteen inner arches, panels and 
flagged pavements. 

After this it was pretty well plain 
sailing. Minor snags here and there, of 
,course, as might well be expected. The 
fact, however, that I could make from a 
iplaster master, a mould so perfect that 

even microscopic roughness of the 
plaster was duplicated (and this without 
any attempt at surface sealing) seemed 
to me to be something in the nature of a 
revolution in plaster craft. 

Within the passage of a few more 
weeks the Taj Mahal to the scale of one 
millimetre (approximately a twenty-fifth 
of an inch) to the foot stood waiting for 
the last part (the crescent on the top of 
the dome pinnacle. When I had fitted 
this I contemplated it, happy in thought 
that I had realised my dream. 
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Laurel & Hardy Way Out 

West'. Mystery of Flying 

Saucers. Lash La Rue in 'Out-

law Country'. Adventures of 

Charlie Chaplin. Hopalong 

Cassidy in 'Sunset Trail'. 

Animal Antics. Cinderella. 

John Wayne in 'New Frontier'. The Royal 

Tour of Canada. Rex Allen 'Arizona 

Cowboy'. 

Send Cash or Postal Order or C.O.D. I,- extra. 

FOWDEN FILM 8, OPTICAL SERVICE 

2 HASTINGS STREET, LUTON, BEDS. 

BATTERY MODEL 
READY TO USE 

6 
P. & P. 116 

X INIATURE album, perforation gauge, 
1V1watermark detector, hinges, 100 stamps, 
1/3. 250 different in album, 2/6, post free.— 
D. Thomson, 46 Bell Dr., Glasgow, W.3. 

C TAMPS—world assortment on paper. lib. 
s3(3,000), 18/6; ¡lb., 9/9; 4ozs., 5/3.—A. Davis, 
Ill Holmelacy Road, Hereford. 

VAN-MARINO 1952 Columbus set. Super 
Ofree gift for all approval applicants enclosing 
postage.—Yulwontmor Stamps, P.T.S. (Dept. 
112), 175 Priory Road, St. Denys, Southampton. 

FASCINATING steel tracing machines for 
copying and enlarging from newspaper and 

magazine drawings, sketches. Interesting. 5/, 
post free—Clayton, 16 Westminster Rd., 
Bradford, Yorks. 

HOBBIES BRANCHES 

LONDON 

78a New Oxford St., W.C.1 
(Phone MUSeum 2975) 

87 Old Broad Street, E.C.2 
(LONdon Wall 4375) 

117 Walworth Road, S.E.17 
(RODney 5509) 

GLASGOW-326 Argyle Street 
(Phone CENtral 5042) 

MANCHESTER- 10 Piccadilly 
(Phone CENtral 1787) 

BIRMINGHAM 14 Bull Ring 

SHEFFIELD-4 St. Paul's Parade 
(Phone 26071) 

LEEDS- 10 Queen Victoria Street 
(Phone 28639) 

HULL- 10 Paragon Square 

SOUTHAMPTON — 25 Bernard St. 

BRISTOL-30 Narrow Wine Street 
(Phone 23744) 

BRITISH Empire and Airmail stamps sent on 
approval. Below Cat. prices.—E. Bayliss, 

13 Hill Rd., Trecwn, Pembs. 
- - — 

XTENEER offcuts. Approx. 12 sq. ft., 3/-, 
V post free.-69 Downs Rd., Ramsgate, Kent. 

PLASTICS (Manchester) Limited. Britain's 
leading stockists and distributors for Perspex 

rod, tube and sheet. Send for lists.—I 1 Whit-
worth Street, Manchester, I. Tel.: CENtral 
7081/2. 

PERSPEX. Clear, coloured. Sizes Cut; also 
corrugated. Plastics, Aluminium, Asbestos, 

Mouldings.—Henry Moat & Son Ltd., Atom 
Works, Newcastle, 1. 

?IKUSICAL Mechanisms. Best quality Swiss 
1V118-tooth mechanisms for fitting in cigarette 
boxes, etc. All tunes are popular, but choice 
cannot be given, due to general shortage of 
supplies. Price 22/6 each, post paid, including tax. 
Send 4d. stamps for complete list of all types of 
handicraft materials and electrical accessories.— 
Metwood Accessories, Church St., Wolverton, 
Bucks. 

A GRAND BOOK FOR ALL THE 
FAMILY. The "Kaylee Year Book of 
Bright Ideas". A really helpful guide to 
home planning, decoration, hobbies, toys, 
etc. Showing famous Kaylee Transfers fn 
brilliant colours, and most effective / 
uses. From "Hobbies" stockists, 1 Ill or direct. 
KAYLEE TRANSFERS Postage 3d. 
LTD., (HW) Long Eaton, Nottingham. 

MODELS. You can make lasting stone-hard 
models with Sankey's Pyruma Plastic 

Cement. Supplied in tins by Ironmongers, 
Hardwaremen and Builders' Merchants. Ask for 
instruction leaflet. 

DUTTONS SHORTHAND. Shorthand in 
1 week. Test lesson, 20. stamp.—Dutton's 

(HB/SV), 93 Gt. Russell St., London, W.C.I. 

DUPLEX. Self-adhesive Transfers for dec-
orating fancy goods, trays, plastics, etc. 

List and samples, 3d.—H. Axon Harrison, 
Jersey. 

ZIMPLAN. Doll's House fittings and papers; 
send S.A.E. for list. Doll's house plan— 

special; send 2/6. Trade supplied.—Zimplan, 
88 Ware Road, Hoddesdon. 

IgILLIGANS. 100,000 Government Surplus 
argains. Transformers, 230v A.C./12v 

A.C., 1 amp., brand new, 7/6, post 1/-. Gear 
units, containing numerous gear wheels, 3/6, 
post 6d. Automatic counters, 0-999, 2/6, post 6d. 
Aluminium rivets, approx. Ilb. assorted, 3/6, 
post 6d. Switches, indicator lights, motors, etc., 
etc. Send 3d. stamp for list No. 10, just pub-
lished. Money Back Guarantee.—Milligan's, 
25 Harford Street, Liverpool, 3. 

PLYWOOD OFFCUTS. Gaboon in various 
thicknesses. Handy sized parcels for the 

cabinet, toy, model maker, and all handicrafts. 
Parcels made up in £1 and 10/- lots. Carriage 
paid. Send P.O. to—Reeves, Plywood and 
Timber Merchant, 33 Front Street, Monkseaton, 
Whitley Bay. Tel.: W.B.4677. Parcels are now 
despatched on day of receiving order. 

A MERICAN MAGAZINES post free for 
CIl year. Popular Mechanics, 32/-; Popular 
Science, 28/6; Mechanics Illustrated, 22/6; 
Popular Homecraft, 18/-. For full list of others— 
Willen Ltd. (Dept. 57), 101 Fleet Street, London, 
E.C.4. 

IV/HEELS for Toys, etc., in Hardwood, 
VV Plastic and Rubber Tyred Metal. Doll's 
House fittings and papers. Doll's Cot and Pram 
fittings. Decorative Transfers. Beads for Counting 
Frames and other Toy accessories. Fine Art 
Pictures for Jig-Saws, etc. Stamp for lists. Trade 
supplied.—Joyden Toy Co., 193 Chase Side, 
London, N.14. 

TrUKLOS ANNUAL. Indispensable cyclist's 
.handbook. Tours, resthouses, money-saving 

hints, 2/10, post free—Burrow, Publishers, 
2 Imperial House, Cheltenham. 

TAMPS. For free gift send 21d. stamp 
t3requesting our approvals. Good stamps, 
reasonable prices.—Willett & Carville, 69 
St. Vincent Crescent, Glasgow, C.3. 

C TAMPS FREE—Empire Packet including 
OPictorials and Victorians free to approval 
applicants.—Robert J. Peck, 7A Kemp Road, 
Bournemouth. 

rrOY CASTING MOULDS. Soldiers, sailors, 
1 airmen, etc. 1,000 varieties from 3/. each. 
Catalogue, 9d. Moulds for Plasterwork, plaques, 
ornaments, brooches and coronation souvenirs. 
Moulds from 3/6 each. Catalogue, 9d. S.A.E. for 
list. Rubber moulds, four for 7/6.—F. W. 
Nuthall, 69 St. Marks Road, Hanwell, London, 
W.7. 

UREE GIFT given to all who request my 25% 
J. discount stamp approvals. (Send 21d. 
stamp) to—P. G. llott, 27 Camden Dwelling, 
York Way, London, N.7. 

X AGIC CIRCLE for boys; send 6d. for 
1V1wonderful coronation conjuring catalogue. 
—363 Sandycombe, Kew Gardens, Surrey. 

C TAMPS FREE!! Twenty unused (21c1.).— 
.3G. H. Barnett, Limington, Somerset. 

14 VOLUMES Hobbies Weekly for sale, 
-it, perfect condition.—Giles, 3 Ingatestone 
Rd., South Norwood, London, S.E.25. 

THE MODEL MAKER'S 

SPRAY GUN 
FOR CELLULOSE, LACQUER, ETC. 

COMPLETE WITH 

AIR BULB, VALVES 
CONNECTOR, 

CONTAINER AND 
The Special 

SPRAY UNIT 

WITH 5 YEAR 
GUARANTEE 

8/6 
P. & P. Free. 

For a perfect finish using cellulose or any paint. 
Narrow angle spray keeps masking to mirumum 
and is ideal for models, toys, etc. Made by the 
makers of the famous Carspray Kits. 
Order direct from 

CARSPRAY, 102 Beaconsfield Road, 
Hemel Hempstead, Herts. Tel. Boxmoor 644 
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ZIMPLAN 

YOU CAN BECOME A 
HANDICRAFTS INSTRUCTOR 

EXPERIENCE NOT ESSENTIAL 
Men who enjoy making things in wood or metal can turn their hobby 
into a permanent and interesting Career. Short hours, long holidays, 
and security in a job you would really enjoy, can be yours if you 
become a Handicrafts instructor. Let us send details of the easiest 
and quickest way to get the necessary qualification. 

We guarantee "NO PASS— NO FEE" 
If you would like to know about our unique method of preparing 
you for one of these appointments, write today, and we will send 
you our informative 144 page Handbook—free and without obli-
gation. Mark your letters "Handicrafts Instructor". 

BRITISH INSTITUTE OF 
ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY 

B1 
595 Shakespeare House 

Stratford Place, London, W.1 ET 
ZILPIP IA PEDAL N MOTOR CAR 

For Children 

2 TO 5 

Wheels & Metal 
Fittings Availab e 

COMPLETE PLAN - PMCI 
AND INSTRUCTIONS 

 \le) 

2/6 PFeRETE 

IDEAL NOME Dolls HOUSE 
MAKE THE LATEST AND BEST 

POPULAR SIZED DOLLS HOUSE 

6 rooing, electric lisbht, ante, 
and table on ...Inch to stand it 

SENO 216 P.o. FOR PLANS 
INSTRUCTIONS ANO LIST 

88 WARE ROAD 
HODDESDON 

ZIMPLAN 
MARIONETTES 

COMPLETE 

SET OF PLANS 

FOR MAKING 

STRING PUPPETS 

PUPPET CONTROLS 

AND THEATRES 

2/6 POST FREE 

Is This Saw 
in Your Kitt 

You can cut almost anything 

in wood with this Coping 

Saw. The blade is 611m, long 
and can be turned to cut at 
any angle. No tool-kit à 
complete without one. Get 
yours NOW. 

Buy from any Hobbies Branch or post free from 
Hobbies Ltd., Dept 99, Dereham, Norfolk 

STOP SMOKING 
in 3 days or money back. Safe, pleasant, permanent. The 
only scientific way. No Will Power necessary. 'Conquer-
ed the habit in 2+ days'.—F.C. Within 2 days I was free from 
the tobacco habit'.—W.G. 'Was a smoker for 2 years and 
broke the habit in 2 days'.—F.N. 'I used to smoke 20 a day 
... now I have no desire to smoke'. J.M. Recommended by 
'Health and Efficiency Magazine'. Complete course 6/6 (or 
$1.00 bill). Details l+d. stamp. Sent under plain cover. 

STEBBINGS, 28 (H/I19), Dean Road, London, N.W.2. 
Established 1928. 

for a house — or a horse! 
From rough, rugged stone to smooth animal muscles—any surface, 
any shape can be easily modelled, moulded or cut from plastic, 
ready-to-use PYRUMA. Baked or air-dried to stone-hardness, your 
Pyruma models can be paieited or enamelled in realistic colours, 
as instructed in the Illustrated Book offered below. Send for it 
today and learn how to make model— 
HOUSES, BUILDINGS FOR MODEL RAILWAYS, DOCKS AND 
AIRPORTS, SHIPS, MODEL FURNITURE, ANIMALS, FIGURES, 
RELIEF MAPS, Etc., as well as utility objects such as 
ASHTRAYS, BOOKENDS, MENU HOLDERS, PAPER WEIGHTS, 
ORNAMENTS AND DECORATIVE OBJECTS. 

NO SKILL OR SPECIAL TOOLS REQUIRED. 

inexpensive, PYRUMA is obtainable from Ironmongers, Art-material 
Shops and Hobbies Stores. 

41d. brings book from: DEPT. H.W. 

J.H.SANKElr& SON,LP? 

ILFORD ESSEX 

COLOUR PHOTOGRAPHY 
Introducing the CAMOJECT COLOUR CAMERA 

and COLOUR PROJECTOR as illustrated. Pre-
cision instruments. Revolutionary design and 

purchasing direct makes possible re-
markably low price. Why take un-

natural black and white pictures 
when you can now photo-

graph in TRUE 
NATURAL 

COLOUR. 

SEND NO MONEY 
Pay Postman C.O.D. if preferred 

CAMOJECT COLOUR 
CAMERA £1 12 6 

PROJECTOR £3 19 6 
COLOUR FILMS ( 16 exp.) 3/11 
ORDER TODAY or, without 
obligation, send 21d. stamp for 

further details from the manufacturers: 

CAMOJECT LTD. (DEPT. H.2) BRENTWOOD, ESSEX 

EVERY CAR THAT PASSES 
YOU WILL FIND THE INDEX MARK 

ALPHABETICALLY ARRANGED IN 

WHERE'S THAT CAR FROM I 
Price 9d. 

from all Booksellers or from the Publishers ( 1c1. postage) 

RALEIGH PRESS, EXMOUTH 

KITS for OLD TIME SIIIPS 
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Karlenite 

Plastic Marble 
Crystalline! Veined !—and sets Rock Hard! 

The entirely new Karlena artificial Stone for casting Bookends, 
Ashtrays, Wall-Vases, Statuettes, etc. Sets rock hard with a 
scintillating crystalline structure like marble or alabaster for 
colour, veining, texture, density and hardness. It is enormously 
strong, highly resistant to heat, impervious to water. Natural 
'veining' can be simulated in any combination of colours. A range 
of pigments is available for attractive marble effects and colour 
designs as in coronation and heraldic devices. 

Make your own 

Flexible Rubber Moulds 
for perfect detail and repetition casting 

ELASTOMOLD is high quality synthetic rubber for making flexible 
moulds that faithfully reproduce the most minute details of 
ornamentation and surface texture. ELASTOMOLD is permanent 
and ideal for repetition casting of plaques, bookends, ashtrays, and 
art models. Moulds can be taken from any type of material including 
Karlenite, wood, metal, plaster, cement, stone, glass, ivory. 
ELASTOMOLD is incredibly simple to use, has great dimensional 
stability, but flexes easily for the release of cast without damage to 

fine detail or undercuts. ELASTOMOLD is fully recoverable. 

Send for full details of this new, fascinating and 
profitable hobby. 

KARLENA ART STONE COMPANY LTD. 
PLASTICS 2A DIVISION, 

Karlena House, 270/272 Oxford Road, Manchester 13 

TOOLS FOR THE HANDYMAN 
TOOLCLIP 
For holding any 
handled tool. 
Spring steel. 
Holed for hang-
ing. 

7.41. each 

BENCH STOP 
31ins. by 2ins. — Spring loaded 
top. 6/6 

SINGLE HANDED 
SCREWDRIVER 

Sins. long, deal for small work. 
1/9 

Obtainable from Hobbies 
Branches in London, 
Glasgow, Manchester, 
Birmingham, Leeds 
Sheffield, Hull, South-
ampton, Bristol and iron-
mongers everywhere. 
Or postfreefromDept.99, 
Hobbies Ltd., Dereham, 

Norfolk. 

STEEL CUTTING TABLE 
With cramp for easy fixing to bench. 
Sins. by 4ins., strong and light. 3/6 

MODEL MAKER'S 
BENCH VICE No. I 
Strong, light and rigid, ¡ in. 
opening. 6/9 

FRETWORK HAMMER 
Bins. long. Strong and light for 
small work. 1/5 

THE MODELCRAFT SERIES OF 
MINI:1TURE GALLEONS 

One of the Modelcraft range 
of plans, the 'Santa Maria' 
builds intoa perfect miniature 
reproduction of this world-
famed vessel. 

Miniature Galleons have an appeal all their 
own, and where space, economy or 
experience make building a larger galleon 
out of the question, these Modelcraft 
miniatures provide the perfect answer. 
Each plan is individually designed and is no 
mere scaling down from our larger plans. 
Accuracy and attention to detail results in a 
model that are as much a delight to the 
viewer as to the builder. 

PLANS—Golden Hind (ADI01), Santa Maria (ADI02), 
Royal Stuart Yacht (ADI03), Mayflower (ADI04), Victory 
(ADI06), each 2/6 (postage 3d.). For full details, see Model-
craft Handbook (1/6 post free) which contains details of all 
Modelcraft Plans, Kits, Accessories, Books, etc. 

MODELCRAFT 
77(F) GROSVENOR ROAD, LONDON, S.W.I 

"[rug? 

Ball-bearing 
socket, wide 
plastic wheel. 
Code No. 
FF46 

Shock 
absorbing 
wagon 
castor, 
.7 wheel. 
Code No. 
FS33 

GOP HOUSEKEEPING EMIR 
GICIARAINTEES 

IFIURDB NiD OR 11/1ACOUR 
ONO TR comairrf WU DU 

animas SIMIOARDS 

GET YOUR WORK MOVING! 

You've carefully planned your job— 
you've given it every attention in 
construction and finish— now add 
the final touch of genius and make it 
move. As a craftsman you know the 
value of smooth running home 
routine. That is why you should fit 
Flexello castors to your work — and 
to all your furniture too! They are 
engineered to give effortless running 
and are specially designed to protect 
carpets and floors. 
There's a better castor for your every 
need in the Flexello range at your 
local handicrafts shop or high-class 
ironmongers. Ask to see them. Feel 
how efficient they are, and remember 
to fit Flexello. 

- Flexello 
CASTORS & WHEELS LTD SLOUGH -BUCKS 

Obtainable from all good ironmongers 
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